
Speech and Language Group Monday May 18th 2020. 

Girls, I hope you had a good week and are helping the adults at home.  I know it is hard to 

keep going but these tasks don’t involve books or pencils!! Are you ready for some talking? 

 

1. Name “5 Things” Challenge: 

   ...... that smell nice. 

......... that feel soft. 

........  that sound nice. 

..........that are blue. 

.........  that are big. 

.......... that are square. 

.........  that taste sweet. 

.......   that are small. 

 

2. Describe it to me. 

Find a bag and put an object in it. Describe the object to an adult and see if they can guess what it is. 

 

3. Create a sentence of increasing length using words beginning with same sound.  

Jackie jumped ..... 

Kathy kicked ..... 

Laura lied ...... 

Mandy moaned ....... 

 Nora nudged ...... 

 Oliver opened ...... 

Peter put ........ 

Quentin quickly ......... 

Roberta rolled ......... 



Tessie took  ........ 

Unlucky Una ........ 

Vicious vampires .......... 

Wandering witches .......... 

 

4. Have this conversation with someone at home. 

What would you do if..... 

- the waiter gave you the wrong food. 

- your mobile phone went off during class. 

- someone bought you a present you did not like. 

- the shopkeeper gave you the wrong change. 

 

5. Conversation Starter Challenge (with someone reading the piece for you to answer). 

If you found a risk free way of getting €5 from one million people’s bank accounts into your 

own, without anyone ever knowing, would you take the €5 million? Why? 

If you could look into a crystal ball and find out where you would be in 20 years time  and 

what you would be doing, would you look? 

You are stranded on a desert island where you have enough water and coconuts. Other 

exotic fruit grow on trees. You can only have 2 other foods for the rest of your life. Which 2 

foods would you like a life time supply of? 

 

6. What’s on the tray? 

Someone might play this with you. Get a tray and put 10 items on it. Look at the tray for 20 

seconds. Close your eyes. The person removes the item. You have to guess what it was. 

 

7. I Went Shopping. 

This game is good for developing your memory! And it’s good for adults too. 



One person starts by saying, “I went shopping and I bought a ...... (names a food item). The 
second player says, “I went shopping and I bought ....” and repeats the first person’s item 
before adding their own. The first player goes again. See how many you can remember. 

 

8. 20 Questions. 

One person thinks of an object. The other person/people try and guess what it is by asking 
questions. The original player can only answer yes or no or maybe. Give a clue if they are on 
the track. Can they guess it in 20 questions. 


